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Abstract: As the size of software techniques improves, the methods and data elements of the computations no
longer represent the major style issues. When techniques are designed from many elements, the organizations of
the overall system—the software architecture—presents a new set of style issues. This level of style has been
resolved in various ways such as informal diagrams and illustrative diagrams, UML diagrams, layouts and
frameworks for techniques that serve the needs of specific domains, and official designs of element
incorporation systems. In this paper we offer presenting the growing area of software architecture. We begin by
considering a cloud computing environment, to evaluate the system behavior. Simulators are now widely used in
this area and are becoming more complicated. Most of them offer frameworks for replicating application
arranging in various cloud environments, others are developed for modeling systems, but only a few of them
imitate arranging guidelines. Lastly, we study some of the excellent issues in the area, and consider a few of the
appealing research guidelines.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

As the size and complexness of software systems improves, the style issue goes beyond the methods
and information components of the computation: developing and specifying the overall system framework
comes out as a new kind of issue. Architectural problems include total organizational and global control
structure; methods for interaction, synchronization, and information access; task of efficiency to style elements;
physical distribution; structure of style elements; scaling and performance; and choice among style solutions.
This is the software structure level of design. There is a considerable whole body of perform on this subject,
including module interconnection networks, layouts and frameworks for techniques that serve the needs of
specific domains, and official models of component incorporation systems. In addition, an implied whole body
of perform prevails in the form of illustrative terms used informally to explain techniques [1]. And while there is
not currently a well-defined language or note to define structural components, good application technicians [5]
make common use of structural concepts when developing complex application. Many of the concepts signify
guidelines [4] or idiomatic styles that have appeared informally over time. Others are more carefully recorded as
industry and scientific standards.
It is progressively clear that effective software engineering innovation needs service in architectural
design. First, it is important to be able to identify common paradigms [3] so that high-level connections among
techniques can be recognized and so that new techniques can be designed as modifications on old techniques.
Second, getting the right structure is often important to the achievements of anarchitectural design [2]; the
incorrect one can cause to terrible results. Third, specific knowing of application architectures allows the
professional to make principled options among style solutions. Fourth, an architectural reflection is often
important to the research and information of the advanced stage qualities of a complicated program.
In this paper we are going to discuss about the software architectural design issues in cloud computing
environment. The cloud computing environment is simulated by using an efficient simulating tool called as
Cloud sim.
Cloud Sim offers the following new features: (i) assistance for modeling and simulator of extensive
cloud computing environments, such as data centers, on a single physical computing node; (ii) a self-contained
system for modeling clouds, provisioning, service brokers, and allocation policies; (iii) assistance for simulator
of system relationships among the simulated system elements; and (iv) service for simulator of federated cloud
environment that inter-networks sources from both public and private domains, a function crucial for
experiments related to Cloud-Bursts and automated application scaling. Some of the improvements of CloudSim
are: (i) accessibility to a virtualization engine that helps in the development and management of several,
separate, and co-hosted virtualized solutions on a data center node and (ii) versatility to change between spacewww.ijeijournal.com
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shared and time-shared allowance of handling cores to virtualized solutions. These powerful functions of
CloudSim would speed up the development of new program provisioning methods for cloud computing.

II.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Cloud computing has appeared as a new processing model which is designed to provide efficient,
personalized and QoS assured powerful processing surroundings for end-users. With cloud processing, it is
possible to allow more versatile support distribution and improve primary IT procedures, such as both customer
and program provisioning and systems control. These services are generally separated into three categories:
Infrastructure as- a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS).
 Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS): it provides clusters, grids, networks, or virtualized servers, systems
software designed andstorage to augment or replace the features of an entire data center.
 Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS): it provides servers virtualization on which it can run on existing applications or
develop new applications without having to concern about maintaining the operating systems, hardware, load
distribution or computing capacity.
 Software-as-a-Service (SaaS): This is the most commonly known and commonly used form of cloud
computing. SaaS provides all the features of an innovative traditional program, but through a Web browser,
not a locally-installed program. It removes problems about application servers, storage space, database
integration and related, common concerns of IT.

Fig. 1 Layered architecture of Cloud
Cloud computing served in three forms:private clouds,public clouds, and hybridsclouds which are explained in
figure 2.
 Private Clouds: A private cloud is one in which the solutions and facilities are managed on a private network.
These cloud over the biggest stage of protection and control, but they require the company to still purchase
and sustain all the software and facilities, which decreases the price benefits.
 Public Clouds: A pubic cloud is one in which the solutions and facilities are offered off site over the Internet.
These cloud over the biggest stage of performance in distributed resources; however, they are also more
insecure than private cloud. Many IT division professionals are involved about public cloud protection and
stability. Take additional time to make sure that you have protection and governence issues well organized, or
the short-term price benefits could turn into a long-term headache.
 Hybrid Clouds: A hybrid cloud has a wide range of public and private options with several suppliers. By
growing things out over a hybrid cloud, you keep each part at your company in the most effective cloud
possible. The disadvantage is that you have to keep track of several different protection systems and make
sure that all factors of your company can connect with each other.

Figure 2: Network of Public, Private and Hybrid cloud
www.ijeijournal.com
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III.

ARCHITECTURE OF CLOUDSIM

The basic block diagram of Cloudsim architecture [7] [8] is shown in figure 3. Primary elements are a)
User level specification b) Cloudsim elements c) event driven simulation engine. User given specifications
describesabout thedetailsof physical, virtual machines and application features. Cloudsim elements provide the
abstraction different elements of Cloud computing environment like, physical machine, virtual machine, static
placement policies. Event driven simulationengine processes the events and update the system states.
1.1 Modeling of Cloud computing environment
As mentioned previously, we can determine cloud computing as selection of resources which are
interconnected and can scaled down or up dynamically. So in simulator, we can subjective cloud computing as
selection of resources which are showed by datacenters made up of large number of physical machine. These
physicalmachines can use any virtualization technique to support multiple virtual machines. Variety of running
virtual machines and their positioning can be changed dynamically over time. Applications are presented to
these virtual machines, which generates different amount of work. In cloud computing, virtualization is not an
important factor,but to back up powerful provisioning virtualization is required. To absolutely design the
cloudcomputing environment, different elements like physical machine, virtualizationtechnology, data center,
different policies need to be modeled.

Figure 3: Architecture of Cloudsim
1.2 Modeling the Cloud Application and Workload
Application is modeled as, number of policies to be implemented, number of bytes to read/write from the hard
drive, ram size required. So generally application symbolizes different amount of work of different resources
over time. We can split this amount of work creation patterns into different types.
 Maximum Utilization Workload:This design symbolizes applications which are batch processin
characteristics. Tries to complete as early as possible using highest possible available resource.For example
automated listing of some data. This kind of application’s execution timedirectly relies on the running
system configuration. As the ability of the underlyingsystem improves, execution time-length decreases.
 Distribution based Workload: Here load produced by the application follows a probabilitydistribution. For
example number of customers going to crickinfo web page is uniformly distributed between 200 and 300
hourly in the night. Whereas regular number of customer atdaytime is consistently allocated between 2000
and 3000.
 Random based Workload: This design uses the work load at random functions. The random function
normally ranges from 0 to 1, denoting 0% and 100%.
1.3 Modeling the Datacenter
Datacenter is collection of computingresources and associated elements like interaction, cooling
systems and storage space. Computing resources not only inter-connected with each one another but also with
www.ijeijournal.com
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other datacenters. Basically datacenters are the important of cloud computing environment. So to model
datacenter, different elements physical machine, interaction segments, storage space and power consumption
segments need to be made.
1.4 Modeling the Physical and Virtual machines
Physical Machine is collection of resources like main memory, processing units, virtualization
technology running on it. Virtualization allows creating several virtual machines. Abstraction of virtual
machines is same as physical devices, with several virtual machines sharingresources of physical devices. So
number of virtual machines reinforced by physical device is limited the requirements. Different policies can be
applied to create or eliminate virtual machines. These policies are part of virtualization technological innovation
abstraction.
1.5 Manager Module
This module uses the placement and migration policies dynamically Cloudsim implements manager component
as broker, which stores the record of physical and virtual machines. Broker submits the record of virtual
machines to the physical machines of datacenter, to start execution.

IV.

DESIGN ARTIFACTS FOR CLOUDSIM

In this section we are going to deal the fundamental classes of Cloudsim which we call it as building blocks of
simulator [6]. The class diagram for Cloudsim is shown in figure 4.
 Host:This class symbolizes the characteristics of a physical machine. It encapsulates details of main
memory, processing unit, and disk and network bandwidth, virtualization monitor requirements.Also details
about provisioning policies for main memory, disk, cpu, network to virtual machines are specified in this
class.
 VM: This class symbolizes you to virtual machine. Information such as main memory, processing power,
network and disk bandwidth, hosting physical machine are exemplified. Research about the resource
consumption by running applications are also showed by this class.
 Cloudlet Scheduler: This abstract class describes the plan of cloudlet (applications) performance.Depending
upon the policies of cloudlets is implemented simultaneously or sequentially.CloudletSchedulerTimeShared
and CloudletSchedulerSpaceShared are prolonged sessions whichallow applications to perform
simultaneously and sequentiallyrespectively. CloudletScheduler-DynamicWorkload class based on
CloudletSchedulerTimeShared allows powerful resourceload generation.
 Cloudlet: this class denotes the applications running on VMs. It contains the information of number of
instructions which is going to be executed and the amount of data transfer to complete the task. Cloudlet
class provides identification of guest VM on which it is operating and load generation model.
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Figure 4: Simplified Class diagram for Cloudsim
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1.6 Scheduling policies of Cloudsim
Scheduling is a process of allocating tasks with resources to achieve specified goal.The objective of cloud
computing scheduling is to get the maximum scheduling submitted by the user, It should try to progress the
overall throughput of cloud computing with Specific goals include the Quality of Service(QoS), maximum
makespan, economic principles, load balance and so on.
1.6.1 Usecase Metamodel for Scheduling
The usecase diagram [11] consists of actors, usecases and their relationships. In the scheduling process
the user which we consider as actor. The broker or resource scheduler we call it as usecase and different
usecases will be connected to the broker. The public, private and hybrid clouds are mentioned as set of usecases
[9] which is connected to the broker.
PublicCloud1
ResourceBroker
User
PublicCloud2

User n

PublicCloudn

PrivateCloud

Figure 5: Use case Metamodel for scheduling policy
1.7 Analysis of First Come First Serve (FCFS) Scheduling
FCFS is a simple efficient and error free scheduling policy that saves valuable cloud resources.It uses
nonpreemptive scheduling in which the tasks is automatically queued and giving out occurs according to an
incoming request.FCFS develops its concept from real-life customer service. In the cloud computing
environment the cloudlet contains the tasks which has to be scheduled to the resources. The resource broker will
be there to dispatch the tasks into concerned resources in order. FCFS broker will be there to execute the
policies of FCFS scheduling algorithm. This process is explained in detail in the class diagram which is shown
in figure 6 and the sequence diagram for FCFS is shown in figure 7 [14][15].
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Figure 6 Design model: Class Diagram of FCFS Scheduling policy
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Figure 7: Display FCFS Scheduling sequence diagram
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V.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The simulation results setup has carried in a simulator named Cloudsim. Cloudsim is a java based work
environment in which it is used for cloud application development.
1.8 Experimental setup
The FCFS is tested in cloudsim in terms of the execution time and cost, MIPS,host type, VMs, Response Time
and the results are shown in Table 1 and 2.
Table 1: Simulation design in cloudsim
Host
10
VMs
10-50
RAM
512
Bandwidth
1000
Scheduling
FCFS
Table 2: Simulation results for FCFS Scheduling
VMs
Execution Time (sec)
Response Time (ms)
15
52.4
41.3
25
46.2
37.2
10
45
41.9
32.4
15
64.3
52.9
25
53.7
48.5
20
45
47.2
44.6
15
73.5
61.4
25
63.1
57.9
30
45
57.3
53.8
15
81.8
72.7
25
73.1
67.3
40
45
67.2
62.8
Here we are using the constant VMs count which is taken as 15, 25 and 45. The experimental results for FCFS
scheduling are shown in table 2.
Cloudlets

1.9 Testing Phase of FCFS Scheduling

Figure 8:FCFS test results for Execution time
In figure 8 it shows the comparison graph of execution time and no. of cloudlets which is participated
in the workflow scheduling. It defines that execution time is increased automatically when the no of cloud lets
increases. The average response time is also shown in figure 9. It can variable when we are using random VMs.

Figure 9: FCFS test results for Response Time
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1.10 Results and Findings
Our research theories state that using the suggested functionality guidelines for software development
for Cloudsim helps to reduce development time, improves execution time, and decreases response time[10] [12].
Regarding the results showed the developers who are interested to design Cloud Computing environment they
can follow this architectures to design to develop more quickly and helpful for creating error free
environment[13].

VI.

CONCLUSION

As outlined in this paper, integrating functionality features with a high-impact on softwarelogic is not
an uncomplicated process. Some appropriate research has been designed in this route, but this is still an open
question. In this paper, we set out to promote this area by suggesting functionality recommendations for
software growth explaining a possible solution for integrating some of the best-known functionality features into
Cloudsim. The key policies of artifacts specify the obligations that the system and its areas must meet to comply
with these functionality features, making them straight implementable from design.
Initial validation results show a significant decrease in development time; designers who applied the
recommendations built their design more quickly. Furthermore, implementing the recommendations also
reduced testing time. Using the recommendations also assisted designers produce improved designs, especially
designs with better liability allowance. Finally, the suggested recommendations assisted designers understand
functionality features as not being extremely complex.
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